CONSTRUCTOR POLARIZED
Bifocal and Regular Safety Glasses

23g Lightweight
Rubberized earstems
Stylish copper coloured frame
Polycarbonate lens
Rubber nose buds
UV400 lens
Bifocal section 30mm x 15mm at largest points
Includes free safety cord

MICROFIBRE BAG INCLUDED
REGULAR PLANO OPTION

Polarized lenses reduce glare, enhance view and help reduce eye fatigue.
Great for Watersports, Fishermen, Driving and Marine environments.

- The only CE EN166F certified 'Polarized' Bifocal safety glasses available in the EU
- Sporty & lightweight
- Suitable for all face types
- Bifocal option available in dioptre strengths, +1.0, +1.5, +2.0, +2.5 & +3.0
- Designed around our best-selling 5 star rated 'CONSTRUCTOR' frame
- CE EN166F certified

DUE TO THE GLARE REDUCING PROPERTIES OF POLARIZED LENSES, THEY ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR READING LCD, LED AND COMPUTER / DIGITAL DISPLAYS.

USED BY ALL WALKS OF INDUSTRY

All trades including Carpenters, Woodworkers, Plumbers, Electricians, Engineers, Mechanics etc etc
All Industries including Oil Rigs, Power Stations, Construction, Manufacturing, Education, Medical etc etc
Recreational Sports users such as Cyclists, Sailors, Bikers, Runners, Fishermen etc etc